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by R. G. Freeman
The first open intercollegiate mixer in the history of Kenyon
College took place Saturday, February 27 when three busloads of
pulchritude from Chatham College disembarked in the parking lot
of Peirce Hall at 6:00.
From that moment a sort of organized chaos reigned. Dateless
Kenyon men who had been cooling their heels since 3:30, the an-
nounced time of arrival, stormed the trio of parked buses like Viet
Namese in sight of an unstoned embassy. Courageously, John Cocks,
an official greeter from the social committee, stepped between the
mob and its object and urged in a pained falsetto: "Get back! Get
downstairs! ! !" Cocks carried two volumes of poetry by Tennyson
and Arnold under one arm and used the other to impede any who
sought to violate his one-ma- n blockade.
When the Chatham cuties and sions reflected emotions ranging
their dates, pre-pair- ed on the from happiness to homicide,
basis of height, weight, and men- - Gradually, the crowd in Dempsey
tal attitude, had filed downstairs, Hall thinned out, depleted in part
Cocks and Rothenberg, Chairman by the intrepid efforts of bird- -
of the Social Committee, began
the auction. While Cocks read off
pairs from a list, Rothenberg in- -




The March 1st meeting of the
IFC was one of the most fruitful
to date. Rushing and the new
alcoholic regulations took pre-
cedence.
The preliminary report of the
Rush Sub-Committ- ee, headed by
Bill Diehl of Sigma Pi, suggested
extending rush an extra week,
making three weeks and four
weekends.
Dean Edwards dissented, assert-m- g
that "the third and fourth
w.eek of Round Robin just doesn't
wrk." He added that "during
freshman orientation we like to
P'ace the main emphasis on the
academic
' hat the committee consider cut- -
: unK rush sVin-- t nAL t QI1U leiuuvuig me
" 'xcessive rules that hinder many
: ashmen. in their choice of fra-- k
termt'es. Diehl's committee will
ue a flnal report later in the
semester.
The problem nf f.(:.: ji, vi " aici niLitrb anue new liquor regulations was
orated 0" by Dean Edwards.
11C new rules," he said, "place
responsibility on the fraterni- -
ll"n lo page 8 col- - 3
participants in Weekend Bacchanal
doggers who had infiltrated the
Chatham contingent and created
a noticeable disparity between
the large number of Kenyon men
left in the Hall, and the smaller
group of Chatham signees still
awaiting escorts.
While the social committee was
working on this obviously mathe-
matical problem, Bob Stetson, the
maitre d' Peirce, bounced along
urging everyone to pair off
quickly, for the dining room
would not remain open for
stragglers.
This reporter asked Bob when
he was going to pick up his date.
He looked both happy and sur-
prised and asked, "Oh yeh? Does
she have a crewcut?" I assured
him that, yes indeed, his date has
a close butch and meringue-staine- d
thumbs in the bargain.
He beamed and resumed hustling
people upstairs to steak and apple
pie.
Once all had adjourned to
Peirce Hall, the get-acquain- ted
game began. Geographical origins
and class standings were ex-
changed, with some other inter-
esting tidbits thrown in:
Examples:
Large, gregarious Alpha Delt to
frightened Chathamite: "Well,
my little chickadee, welcome to
K. C. . . ."
Pinstriped sorority-pinne- d
frosted blonde commenting on
adverse reflections she's over-
heard:
"You guys are too damn par-Tu- rn
to uage 8, col. 2
We're Peaked
With pride of the type mani-
fested during the College Bowl
spree and for John Crowe Ran-
som's seventy-fift- h, the College
publicity department has an-
nounced the christening of Mount
Kenyon. The peak, located some-
where in the blank spaces of
nethermost Antarctica, was dub-
bed with its present name by F.
Alton Wade, graduate of the class
of 1926 and apparently something
very big in the geophysical world.
Mount Kenyon, says "along
Middle Path", the organ of the
Publicity squadron, "will never
be a tourist attraction as Mount
Princeton, Mount Harvard, and
Mount Yale, west of Salida, Colo-
rado". Indeed, the average tourist
would be foolhardy to travel to
the natural monument in its pres-
ent position latitude 85 10'
South, longitude 174 52' West
which places it 290 miles from the
South pole. However, some wags
have already taken to calling it
"the Mount Harvard of the
South."
According to Dr. Wade, on the
staff of Texas Technological Col-
lege, Lubbock, Texas, the peak
was scaled for the first time last
November. The scientist did not
identify the intrepid party invol-
ved in the expedition, though the
same wags have speculated that
the mountaineers might have
been prospecting for a spot to
locate the promised women's col-
lege.





In one of its most important
actions of the year, Student Coun-
cil Monday night passed a amend-
ment calling for the establishment
of a $3000 Special Projects Fund.
The Fund, as proposed by Dixie
Long, would support projects with
"unique and imaginative poten-
tial for enriching student life
those projects which now, for
lack of funds, never get beyond
the stage of student and faculty
speculation."
Terming the proposal the "most
permanent and far-reachi- ng pro-
gram brought to Council in sev-
eral months," he defined 'special
projects' as those programs
"which add a new dimension to
student activities, which are
well-conceiv- ed, and which have
relevance in a liberal arts col-
lege." Through the establishment
of the Fund and careful selection
of recipients, Long said, "We may
expect to see the expansion of
our cultural and educational pro-
grams, more activity among stu-
dent groups, and, hopefully, the
initiation of worthwhile and pres-
ently non-existi- ng programs."
Among the projects he sug-
gested that would qualify for
Special Projects Funds were:
special lecture series, film festi-
vals, special publications, athle-
tic clubs, political clubs, art ex-
hibits, concerts, conferences, col-
lege exchanges, drama produc-
tions, debate tournaments, and
equipment purchases.
"Kenyon students have the
same ability to initiate programs
of unusual merit as elsewhere,
but because no funds are stipu-
lated for such purposes, there is
little student activity in this field.
This fund would ideally lend as-
sistance to those now ignored, un-
developed, and untried projects.
It is not a broad scheme to in-
crease the number of organiza-
tions which receive annual Stu-
dent Council subsidy, but rather
it is a program through which
groups with specific projects
could secure money. By passing
this resolution," he continued,
"Council establishes a fund whose
only purpose is to nurture pro-
jects which otherwise might never
be undertaken." The Campus Sen-
ate will receive this constitutional
amendment for its consideration
and for final action.
The funds would be administer-
ed by a special committee com-
posed of three faculty members
selected by council, four students,




Other details listed in the reso-
lution are:
1) Acknowledgement by reci-
pients that Special Project
Fund grants are seed money
and that money from other
sources should be sought.
2) Grants will generally not be
renewable from year to year.
3) First applications will be re-
ceived by the Committee in
May for fall disbursement
and applications will be ac-
cepted throughout the year.
"However, it should be re-Tu- rn
to page 5, col. 1
Vote Final
by James Ceaser
Student Council elections were
held last week with Dave Perry,
John Allerdice, and Bill Schnall
winning the independents' seats
and Mike Dyslin and William
Wright capturing the representa-tive-at-lar- ge
positions. The new
council will commence operations
the first week after vacation.
The council last week settled
down to consider less polemical
issues than alcohol consumption
and changes in student election
procedures. In its most significant
actions, council passed legisla-
tion which called for the hiring
of a student activities typist, the
exercise of prudent behaviour in
the present Kenyon - Mount Ver-
non "feud", and the lowering of
present pool hall rates.
The typist, to be hired next
fall, will primarily handle the
ever-growi- ng amount of student
government paper work, though
The Collegian and Reveille are
also expected to use her services
on a regular basis. The cost for
this typist, who will work twenty
hours a week, will be financed
through increased student activi-
ties rates and money supplied by
those activities which use the
service regularly.
Dean Edwards addressed the
council concerning the fights be-
tween Kenyon students and cer-
tain men from Mount Vernon. He
suggested that the students ex-
ercise extreme caution, and also
informed the council that auth-
orities intended to make arrests
should there be more violence.
The council passed a motion to
publish a brief statement contain-
ing the essence of Dean Edwards
comments.
Peter Hewitt asked that the
council lower the pool hall rates
by charging by the table, rather
than by the individual. The
motion passed, going into effect
immediately.
The meeting was not without its
moments of levity. The social
committee announced the plans
for spring weekend, including the
"annual" Saga picnic on Saturday
evening. A motion was made to
drop the picnic this year. Barry
Bergh explained the difficulty of
cutting steaks with a plastic
knife and having moreover "to
contend with the vermin and in-
sects." After a short debate in
which one council member cried
out passionately "A vote against
the motion is a vote for Stetson!",
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"I would like to warn the reader that he is entering a surreal world where each
minute of a dull hour is relevant, and where suicide means more than physicol
self destruction." Hika contributor
s4tt j4at&cutcettteKt
This year, as a result of the Self-Stud- y which had gripped
this college two years earlier, the New Curriculum took effect.
Like the New Deal and the New Sound in Rock n' Roll, the
curriculum was drastically experimental and therefore prone to
the faults of all experiments. The inspiring principles of the
program turn around a grand administrative desire to make
Kenyon an intrinsic educational experience, and not a mere
finishing school that aims the student at graduate work. To be
sure, this is a very commendable, and necessary wish. This
college cannot afford to take itself as lightly as, say, Amherst
College, where some weeks ago officials openly admitted that
they maintain a sort of training gym for graduate candidates.
The accent here is not on professionalism but on that old sound
dream of "liberal education," which institutions hold as an
ideal but which Kenyon (and this was the ultimate message
of the Self-Stud- y) recognizes as an achievable reality and a
necessary objective.
Hence, the basic course program is intended to compress
the effect of the undergraduate institution into one year, allow-
ing the student to achieve a more complete identification with
a major discipline by the time of graduation. In instrumenting
the program, the college proceeded wisely. Perhaps inspired by
Ezra Pound's admonition, "you can't get through hell in a
hurry," Dean Haywood proposed "not revolution, but a plan-
ned evolution." How have the basic courses fared, then, in this,
the primordial stage of their planned evolution?
First to student reaction. The questionnaire that the COL-
LEGIAN distributed earlier this week uncovered dissatisfaction
with the structure and conduct of the basic courses. Also,
unsolicited student opinion has been outspoken on several of
the courses: The Philosophy and Religion basic, the Life Sci-
ence, and the Fine Arts Course. The last can serve as a hyper-
bolic example of all, as we see it, that plagues the basic courses,
viz., a wide gap of misunderstanding between theory and prac-
tice. The syllabus of the Fine Arts Course set forth a pro-
gram designed to demonstrate the interrelationship between
the various artistic disciplines music, visual art, and drama.
To begin with, we question the validity of this objective alto-
gether. Isn't it more advisable to teach fundamentals with the
hope of exacerbating a creative impulse? We find that the ob-
jective dubious though it may be has been beclouded
by a discernible lack of instructional direction.
Much the same condition is true of the other basic courses
now in their maiden year. The self-stud- y and the subsequent
curricular revision, proceeded under the assumption that our
instruction here is of the highest qualtiy. In most cases, we
wouldn't quarrel with the assumption; but in some areas
and these remain the stumbling blocks of the basic course pr-
ogramit has proven to a polite rather than a necessary as-
sumption. One can prepare immaculate blueprints and unas-
sailable statistics. However, the quality of the program is de-
termined by the caliber of its executors.
True, we've presented here only an unsubstantiated sha-
dow view of student opinion, and we recognize the need for a
thorough, cooperative study of what has developed into the
Basic Course Problem. Therefore, the Collegian announces
that the body of its next issue will be given over to just such astudy. The issue will include a thoroughgoing critique of every
basic course, student observations, faculty comment, and sug-gestions for improvement. We hope that this study will forcehe curncularists back to their plans and perhaps, acceleratethe evolution.
(A Fearless Editorial Stand)
The editors and staff of this publication should like
to take
Mr. F. Alton Wade, '26,the present opportunity to extend to
congratulations for his incredible geo-
graphic
their rather awe-struc- k
coup in honor of our humble institution, which has cer-
tainly entertained no loftier notions of immortality than, per-
haps, a pigeon-staine- d obelisk at the World's Fair.
We cannot resist the observation that our geological name-
sake is located, symbolically enough, in the most desolate and
barren section of the entire earth, a section much feared and
little-travele- d by all but the most dedicated of scientists and
most whimsical of adventurers.
Now Kenyon College is registered not only with the Ohio
Conference, the College Board Association, and
Rand-McNall- y,
but is eligible too for the Sub-Zer- o league, an organization
firmly dedicated, we understand, to the creation and preserva-
tion of a four-yea- r quick-froze- n education.
So our namesake: towering in the frigid wilderness, in a
silent, everlasting void. Welcome to the fold.
A recent Editorial from the Daily Texan
Today the hatchet hanging over the college editor's head
is the fear of irresponsibility.
He does not fear so much that his comments will not get
into print or that he will be censored. Instead he quakes at his
typewriter in fear that his exposes, comments, and interpreta-
tions might upset the applecart and be called examples of irre-
sponsible journalism.
He lives with the certainty that writing about something
that someone doesn't want anything written about is a sure
way to be called irresponsible.
Thus, no matter how intelligent, unintelligent, foolish, or
brave or how strong the editor's daily, weekly, or bi-week- ly
desire is to make the world a bit better, he first feels he must
mold his acts to fit within a mature, responsible framework.
The trend is for university officials or other sources to
bring the editor in for a confiding talk. All is off the record.
But the rationale is that it is better to know the whole situa-
tion so that it can be handled maturely, and responsibly, i.e.,
not printing anything that will tarnish the institution's image.
A similar situation applies to public agencies and officials.
College journalists must recognize that they are being
subtely censored or falling into the trap of news management.
For until they realize this, nothing can be done about it.
Few realize that until an editor has the freedom to be
irresponsible he does not have the freedom to be responsible.
His choices are being made for him. He is getting the in-
formation about a situation, but the decision on how it should
be used and what should be included is not in his hands. In-
stead he knows full well what he can and cannot use. He has
been intimidated by the friendliness, and the heart-to-hea- rt
talk of the administrator. He loves the institution and realizes
that its best interests must be served at all costs. And, of
course, real courage is in not printing the story rather than
printing it.
No person is free when the outline is already before him
of what to do or not do. A person must be able to make his own
choices based on his own knowledge.
This characteristic of college editors is merely a reflection
of what occurs in the professional press. In 1962, Vermont
Royster, Wall Street Journal editor, wrote an article for Quill
magazine in which he expounded on the new breed of editors.
"All too often today's editor is so aware of his responsi-
bility, so conscious of the fact that he 'might be wrong' .
that he either softens his opinions or pulls the punch in the
words in which he expresses them. The modern breed of edi-
tors is frightened by nothing so much as the fear that he may
be called irresponsible," Royster wrote.
The same is becoming increasingly true of today's editors.
And until the student editor shakes off his intimidation by
upper officials and overcomes his fear of irresponsibility he
will be no more than a parrot in a cage and the college press
mere house organs.
CORRECTION, PLEASE
The recent feature story on John R. Kncpper demands thefollowing clarifications:
Mr. Kneppcr is not "Dean of Freshmen," nor does he claimto hold any such title. What perhaps might have been a jocular
assertion earlier this year is definitely not fact
The quote, "I have no title, just authority," is better under-stood in its completed context: "I have no title, just authorityover freshmen social activities, such as mixers."
The quote, "also an ace hockey team coach," should readalso an ice hockey team coach."




In a meeting last week f.
Board of Trustees approved 1
principle" a proposal that a t




The next step in the plan (
expansion is the hiring 0f t
educational consultant to
with and double-chec- k the t;
committees established to nii,
more detailed plans. Preside
Lund stated that the views of v.
consultant are "absolutely esse
tial at this point. We need a re
son who will try to shoot hjfr
in all our arguments before
get to the detailed plans of arc-- ,
tecture and fund raising."
Dean Haywood emphasized fc
the actions are by no means t
tally conclusive. "As yet we t
not totally committed to this e;
pansion. Much will depend on t
encouragement given by the cc
sultant, who is still to be named
Haywood hopes that a more del
nitive report of the studies e
be given to the trustees in Jt
"We propose to leave Kenyc
campus essentially as it is," He;
wood commented, "and we wo
claim a distinction between t
co-ordin- ate and the co-ed- a;'
tional Kenyon." President Lid
added, "We envision a cam:.1
for women, sufficiently close;'
that much joint instruction ;
possible, but separated by its s; ;
and architecture from Kenyon;!
that the two colleges wcc
maintain separate identities." j
With the optimal size for t!
two institutions estimated ;!





With typical French pedar.'--an-d
precision the Pasquier T:.
gave an excellent concert r
weeks ago in Rosse Hall consist-.-:
of selections from Buxtehi:::
Bach, Boccherini, Hindemith a::
Francais. The group played v:':
skill and scholarly precis;:
toward its subject matter. T:
choice of music ranged from ti
seventeenth century to the cc:.-temporar- y
composer Francais.
The Bach and Buxtehude si
lections were setpieces for th
virtuosity of the Trio, not sp-
ectacular, but interesting in the.:
perfection of technique. The Bc-cheri- ni
trio was very well dor.;
and pointed to the indivicb
skills of the musicians. The piece
is naturally fast and light and re
quires great skill of all its int-
erpreters.
Of the two contempora::
choices, the Hindemith Trio
by far the most exciting with :'-weig- hty
dissonance and puncte
tions of cello pizzicato create
the illusion of godless and infra:':
space. The second movemer.;;
seems to mark the revolution i:
the piece, the music becomes h j
tic and chaotic and finally tfc'j
movement ends in harmonic re-
-
j
solution. The third movemK'j
seems to be a synthetical reso'.fj
tion of the first and second mov-
ements. Overall the performance
f-thi-
s
piece was a triumph.
The Trio by Francais which
'
dedicated to the Pasquir Trio'1
likewise a success. It appeared t
ill nn ft1' :
part of the individual performer-- 1
The piece was quick and capr'1'-- '
ous, sounding at times mars''5
and at other times light and eeri''
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Freeman a Felon?
To the Editor:
The article on John R. Knepper
which R. G. Freeman wrote and
you published in your last issue
of the Collegian showed very
poor taste. It presented a sarcas-
tic treatment of Mr. Knepper,
rather than a news story. The
writer characterized Mr. Knepper
bv the use of personal descript-
ions which showed only one side
of him. Saying that he was "a
small man with an ovoid face and
dark, dollike features" served to
do little more than make fun of
him. The fact that he was the
"first man in Gambier to drive a
Mustang" only served to further
the image of a Babbitt which the
writer was so intent on building.
This slanted writing only slan-
dered Mr. Knepper by making a
buffoon of him. It offered no un-
biased characterization and no
constructive criticism, but was
merely a ludicrous sketch. The
article was negative in tone and
served to dent the image of Mr.
Knepper and his employer, Ken-yo- n
College.
Furthermore, the publishing of
this article showed utter hypo-
crisy on the part of the Editor.
After backing a campaign against
the previous Collegian editor for
his irresponsible criticism in an
editorial of a Kenyon professor,
and then publishing this negative
critical essay on the feature page,
the Editor shows remarkable in-
consistency.
I quarrel not with what Free-
man said, but how he said it. I
think that such strong personal
feelings as Freeman must bear
for Knepper should be confined
i
i 7,
The idea is rampant that the
'ePle living in the Appalachian
untains must live like 'LU
tit8"! Daisy Mae-The- y aretnl 11 seems, to be either
ind, ";CtneSqUe r e'Se t0tallyu'gent. One of the first things
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Letters to the Editor
to personal conversation, and cer-
tainly not published in the Col-
lege newspaper. Although the
Collegian is supposedly a journal
of student opinion, its subscrip-
tions go beyond the town of Gam-
bier, and it presents an import-
ant part of Kenyon's image. Thus,
the Editor wields a power which
should be used discreetly and
constructively, not inconsistently
and negatively. If the present
editor and his staff cannot pro-
duce better journalism than the
Knepper article shows, they
should resign for much the same
reasons the last editor did.
Raymond Smith Pfeiffer '68
Freshman Flogs Freeman
To the Editor:
In view of the fact that you
are aware of a negative reaction
to Mr. Freeman's article on John
R. Knepper, I do not feel an ur-
gent need to catalog my objec-
tions. However, I do want to
comment on this reaction and ex-
press some thoughts on the rela-
tion of the article to the scope
of the Collegian in general.
I understand that Mr. Knepper
has asked that Barry Bergh resign
his position as Editor of the Col-
legian. (He has?) This demand is
nothing less than absurd! It re-
calls the incident over the editor-
ship of Michael Burr. True, the
comments on John Knepper were
by-lin- ed and did not appear in an
editorial capacity; yet, by the
mere fact that they were printed,
we must infer that they received
editorial approval-i- f not sponsor-
ship. They might be termed in-
discreet; if not overt statements
of Mr. Freeman's personal hate
I noticed during my stay at Alice
Lloyd College in Pippa Passes,
Kentucky was the resentment the
people feel towards these miscon-
ceptions. They are anxious to
point out the advancements in the
area to "furriners" like me. There
crusade. But, are we so petty that
we cannot .recognize them for
what they are and not immedi-
ately run out demanding resigna-
tions and inconsequential retrac-
tions? Were not the comments so
weak and insignificant in their
personal tone that we might let
them pass as we look down on
the author with a smile of super-
iority? It would seem that some-
one might realize the article was
the product of an inadequate and
vindictive mind with a desperate
need for attention! We might
high-lig- ht the by-li- ne in red and
acknowledge the author of the
article as being only one indi-
vidual. Yet, in spite of these fac-
tors, it would seem that there
still remains a responsibility on
the part of the Editor.
On January 15, 1965, in his
first issue of the Collegian as
Editor, Mr. Bergh wrote that the
purpose of this "Journal of Stu-
dent Opinion" was "not to echo
student apathy and knownothing-ism- ,
but to present articulate,
constructive proposals on current
issues," and, "Our responsibility
is to 'square-of- f with the issues."
Unfortunately, this statement of
policy was not applied to the ar-
ticle on Mr. Knepper. Has the
staff of the Collegian forgotten
its lofty purpose? Does the Edi-
tor actually believe that Mr.
Freeman presented an "articulate,
constructive proposal" and that he
'"squared-of- f with the issues?"
If, in fact, the Collegian feels that
there are serious failings in the
work of John Knepper, why were
these not mentioned? Why were
the concerns personal and petty,
lacking depth? I would raise these
two questions: does the staff of
Home From The
by Mike O'Brien
are very definite limitations but
they are often misunderstood. I
cannot, after two weeks, pretend
to understand them all myself, but
I will cite examples. The statistics
for the counties in Eastern Ken-
tucky tell only half the story. The
fact that in Knott County (where
Alice Lloyd is located) water is
piped into only thirty-seve- n per
cent of the homes doesn't explain
one real backwardness of the
area. The isolation and lack of
communication between the peo-
ple is a more significant factor.
I was told by the superintendent
of school for Knott County that
when the children begin school
they are already two years be-
hind. No statistic or photograph
can convey the lack of back-
ground and preparation prevalent
among these children. There is a
cycle that keeps the younger gen-
eration from growing away from
the sad conditions that bind their
parents. I have seen families liv-
ing on the same land as their
great grand parents, unwilling to
move to something else. I have
noticed on a hill behind the house
a graveyard with all the rela-
tives (I was told that even here
it costs two thousand dollars to
die.) The sad fact is that the span
of most of these lives is seen in
the vision of one shack, one fam-
ily coal mine, and the hillside
graves. The cycle must be broken.
It is not so much the tumble-
down shacks scattered like dung
across the hillsides that point out
the need of the people. The in-
bred bewilderment and estrange-
ment must first be chipped away.
This sad picture of ramshackle
houses and indifferent people is
not the whole picture by any
means. This concept has, in fact.
the Collegian feel it has made
any progress in overcoming those
faults with which Mr. Michael
Burr was charged? And does the
Collegian pride itself in being or
becoming anything more than the
tool of a few acid minds?
The ideals to which Mr. Bergh
subscribed in his first editorial
are of a fine nature; to see them
in action would be a great
achievement and a credit to his
ability. It is not my opinion that
this goal is out of reach. I feel
the editorship of this paper is in
very capable hands; I would like
to see and read what is the end
result of that talent, that there
might be less stimulation of naive
and petty controversy.
Mr. Freeman's regrettable at-
tempt at humor (or satire, if he
wishes to be so extravagant) has
served only to evoke laughter
from the smaller minds at Ken-
yon; it has caused a member of
the administration a loss of per-
sonal respect from those who are
under his supervision; and it
casts a shadow on the journalistic
aspirations of the Collegian. His
comments are at best unfortunate.
Hopefully, they do not represent
the concensus and talent of the
entire Codegian staff.
Lawrence W. Garvin, '68
Finkelstein Fluffs
To the Editor:
Mr. Finkelstein's letter in the
last Collegian regarding the Ken-
yon Film Society demonstrates
how the principles of democracy
can be twisted into meaningless
rhetoric. The letter was apparent-
ly supposed to be a clarion call to
the "Spirit of '76" with John
Hills
been overemphasized. The peo-
ple were quick to point out the
brick houses, the clean white
farms, and then make some sar-
castic comment about "hillbillies."
I was told story after story about
the magazine writers who come
down, ignore the modern houses,
take pictures of a one room shack
and label it "typical." People
were constantly telling me that it
is better to live in Eastern Ken-
tucky in poverty than to live in
New York City in poverty. That
is probably a moot point. The
fact is there is a lot of develop-
ment in the areas I was taken to
see. There are power plants and
modernized coal mines. The
health center for Knott County
is doing tremendous work (free
of charge to those unable to pay)
with an amazing woman doctor
heading it. The school systems are
slowly being revamped. A dent or
two is even being made in the
political bossism. If what I was
told is true the political scene is
a farce. County coroners don't
need to be doctors. Judges needn't
be lawyers and men who cannot
write run for office. There are
signs that all this is changing.
What I noticed, in short, were
some very striking changes tak-
ing place, but always it is tem-
pered by backwardness. To illus-
trate, I was shown a modern re-
sort hotel, "La Citadelle," situ-
ated on a hill overlooking Hazard.
When I stood by the hotel pool
I was able to see huge blotches
on the surrounding mountains
where strip mining has torn back
the earth. From "La Citadelle" I
also saw some of the most incre-
dible tumbledown houses I ran
across on my entire trip. The pro
Cocks an "absolute monarch"
cast as George III. I am sure,
however, that this has misled
very few members of our com-
munity, since John Cocks has con-
sistently given Gambier the most
outstanding schedule of films in
recent memory. Nevertheless, Mr.
Finkelstein no doubt deserves an
answer both as to his critical
evaluation of our film fare, and
as to his ideas about "the clearly
undemocratic nature of the Ken-
yon Film Society."
All of the films that Mr. Cocks
has selected for viewing have re-
ceived wide critical acclaim. I
don't know what more one can
ask of a program. Surely one of
the purposes of a film society
should be to expose the College
to the recognized cinema classics,
both contemporary and historical.
If one wants to see a film of the
calibre of "I Was a Teenage
Frankenstein," one can go to Mt.
Vernon. Likewise, if one wants to
see box office successes like "The
Fall of the Roman Empire" or
Doris Day, which meet with dis-
dain from film critics everywhere,
it is easy to get a ride into
Schine's or the drive-in- . And, by
the way, while one is in Mt. Ver-
non he might pick up the latest
issue of The Readers' Digest or a
Grace Metalious paperback, which
is the sort of literature notoriously
discriminated against by the Ken-
yon library (how do they choose
those books anyway?). The Film
Society cannot financially, of
course, present first run films of
any kind. Therefore, in choosing
older films, be they two or twenty
years old, it seems to me that the
Turn to page 4, col. 1
gress is, at best, uneven.
There is a curious paradox con-
cerning unemployment. Many
men told me that relief payments
just made men lazy and that any-
one who wanted to work could
get a job. If they get hungry
enough they'll find work I was
told. Social Darwinism seemed
strinkingly out of place here, I
thought. In spite of this convic-
tion that work is available, clearly
jobs do not exist. Of the men who
go to vocational schools roughly
75 leave the state. These men
are trained as welders, wood-
workers and mechanics but there
is no work for them so they come
to Ohio. In addition to the lack
of demand for mechanized labor
the coal mines will never be able
to hire more men than work there
at present. The jobs, it would
seem, must be created. Several
people suggested to me that small
industry, such as canning, be
brought into the area.
The problems, then, seemed to
me to include lack of awareness,
estrangement and little communi-
cation. My vision is of contrasts:
the potential and the meager out-
put the natural beauty and the
blemish of the shacks: the pro-
gress and the backwardness.
Without the openness and the
amazing friendliness of all the
people I probably would not have
seen a thing. The students were
anxious to talk with me and ex-
plain misconceptions. I have an
idea that at Alice Lloyd a grow-
ing attempt is being made to les-
sen the contrast and live up to
the potential. The faculty and
students are, for me, representa-
tive of the hope and progress of
Eastern Kentucky.
Correspondence
best criterion for choice is the
critical one now used.
As for Mr. Finkelstein's appar-
ent objections to "Sunrise" on the
grounds that it was "so ancient
that advertisement posters for it
are unavailable," I must presume
that Mr. Finkelstein would also
object to an exhibit of Rembrandt
paintings on the grounds that they
are "ancient" or that the figures
in the "Night Watch" are dressed
even more old fashioned than
Janet Gaynor was in "Sunrise."
As for Mr. Finkelstein's com-
plaints about democracy, he
should know that the editors of
the Collegian, for example, or the
manager of KWCO, or the Chair-
man of the Kenyon Christian
Fellowship (me), are not elected
by popular vote. It would not be
feasible or desirable to do so. If
the President of the Film Society
were popularly elected, there
would be no guarantee that he
would or could choose films agree-
able to the majority. If the choice
of films were to be voted on, how
could it be done? Nominations?
Runoffs? The system would be
unmanageable. Such funds as are
given to the Society by the Col-
lege to my knowledge do not
come out of Student Activity
Funds, and therefore it would be
inappropriate for the Society to
be controlled by the Publications'
Board or some body of student
government. That the present
system has worked well is cer-
tainly proven by the films we've
had this year.
John A. Gable '65
Burr Praises Collegian
To the Editor:
I should like to congratulate
you on the excellence of the issue
of 5 February, which I have just
received.
The article on the trip to Ken-
tucky, together with the semi-editor- ial
accompanying it, deserves
especial praise. With the single
exception that it might have been
somewhat lengthy, the article is
an altogether supurb achievement,
representing what the college
newspaper (or must I now say
journal?) can do at its best.
I am extremely pleased that
you have achieved such a total
success so early in your adminis-
tration, despite the obstacles you
have had to overcome. You have
attained a level of competence
heretofore absent in Keynon Col-
lege journalism to the best of my
recollection, and I have read most
of the issues in the files of The
Collegian and in the library.
I wish you continued success
with the paper. Now that you
have demonstrated that The Col-
legian can be an outstanding con-
tribution to, and representative of,
Kenyon College, I hope you will
be able to sustain the effort.
The last words I wrote in the
editorial column of the paper
were, "I pity my successor," I
should like to amend them now
to, "I praise him."
Michael R. Burr
Service with a Smile
To the Editor:
On Monday night we had the
pleasure of serving a group of
students from your institution
who were returning to Kenyon
following the Baldwin-Wallac- e
basketball game.
The exemplary manner in
which this group behaved is a
compliment to your institution
and restores a high degree of
faith in our young people. This
essentially is our reason for writ-
ing this letter, since we have
never served a nicer and more
well behaved group of young men
than those representing your
school.
I might add that this was es-
pecially noticeable since we had
difficulty in serving this group
as rapidly as they should have
been served. Their attitude and
compliments were a pleasure to
note and their politeness was ex-
emplary.
We find this conduct and atti-
tude unusual nowadays when our
young people are going out of
their way to be different. It is
our hope that this group truly
represented your student body
and that your institution con-
tinues to show the responsibility
it must be inculcating in its stu-
dents. Perhaps there is some hope
for the future of our great na-
tion if this is a representative
sample as we would like to be-
lieve.
J. Dinda, Teri Ann's, Inc.
Destructive Truth
To the Editor:
It is not without some reluct-
ance that I join the courageous
throng calling for your resigna-
tion, Mr. Bergh. I have worked
with you since the beginning of
the semester and I have found
you a good boss and, generally, a
good editor. But I can not go
along with your policy of blat-
antly printing articles which, be-
cause they are true, undermine
the peace of the community. As
an honors major in history and
political science, you must be
aware of the fact that the whole
foundation of society is based on
certain untruths which nobody
should expose. You must be
aware of the fates which foolish
crusaders like you have justly
suffered through the centuries.
Galileo Galilei was jailed by the
Holy Inquisition for threatening
to disrupt the whole medieval or-
der by proclaiming that the earth
went around the sun. Emile Zola
was driven into exile for almost
causing a revolution over the in-
nocence of a single man. John T.
Scopes was fined $100 for dis-
rupting the peaceful life of a
Loud, Long, Lamenting
since its establishment t two Mvy disappointmentrural American community by in
forming the children of the com-
munity that their parents were
descended from apes.
Of course, I have no doubt that
you have precedents on your side
There is the American tradi
tion of freedom of the press and
the disgusting tradition of the
liberal arts college, from which
Kenyon, at long last, shows signs
of freeing herself, both of which
insist on the discovery of the
truth no matter whom it hurts,
and the vestiges of both of which
continue to survive into our en-
lightened age despite the selfless
and courageous attacks on them
by such men as the late great
Senator Joseph R. McCarthy. But
it is time that Kenyon finally put
herself on the side of stability
and order and dispensed with this
hogwash about truth.
If your system survives, Mr.
Bergh, our whole society will be
endangered. Revelations about
graft-takin- g politicians will un-
dermine the people's faith in their
government. Newspaper articles
on police brutality will encourage
people to break the law and call
police officers nasty names. The
entire nepotistic structure of some
of our respected corporations will
crumble beneath revelations of
its operation. It will be a world
in which no civilized man would
wish to live.
All who favor order over the
corroding power of truth should
join the fight at Kenyon against
irresponsible journalists who print
the truth. Let us destroy the un-
dermining power of the liberal
arts college and the irresponsi-
bility of the American press.
Today, we shall establish a re-
sponsible newspaper at Kenyon
which knows enough not to print
the truth when somebody will get
hurt by it; tomorrow we shall
transform the face of American
society and bring it back to what
it was back in the good old days




As a member of the Campus
President Writes
by F. Edward Lund
For as many years as I have enjoyed an academic career as
instructor, professor, department chairman, dean, and president I
have either suffered or rejoiced from a sustaining or inspiring con-
viction, namely, that youth looks for challenge. I have observed it
most notably in the under-privilege- d: in the unsophisticated smile
of awkward lads just off the subsistence farms of northern Wiscon-
sin, in the dull gleam of insight in the eye of a thinfaced girl eman-
cipated from a cotton-mi- ll town in Alabama, or in the feverish in-
tensity of some youthful skeptic who hails from a slum area of an
Eastern metropolis. A good deal of this I have missed at Kenyon
College. It has been intentionally hidden by the cultivated sophisti-
cate, by the "conformity to non-conformi- ty" of the beatnik type
whether bearded, crew-cu- t, or a "Beatle" aesthete. It has been
hidden, I say, but not entirely. One simply has to search a little
harder for the revealing clues of individuality, sometimes discernible
only in truculent resentment of authority, personal defiance of con-
vention, or even neurotic symptoms of tension or frustration. For
too many years, perhaps, the dissatisfactions of youth have been
hidden by an unwillingness to commit themselves to action, to ser-
vice, or to any expression of enthusiasm; and in this, of course, they
reflect merely an academic pose, or an intellectual ideal which, in
the language of Voltaire is "to cultivate one's own garden" (actually
a rather essential condition to learning) or as expressed in the langu-
age of the "non-square- :" "I've got mine, Jack; to hell with you."
Reading only of Daytona Beach "orgies" (whatever that is), or
of campus riots, whether in California or in New Haven, or of some
simple "high jinks" carried to excess (as in the instance of fifteenKenyon fraternity initiates recently arrested and fined for remov-
ing signs and hitching posts) little wonder that a remote and olderpublic concludes that another younger generation has gone to hell!(It was ever so.) Sometimes I conclude after reading the daily
newspapers, or the weekly news magazines, that the only news
worthy a special feature is bad news, or news of violence, or news
on the sports page.
Senate
years ago I find your editorial
comment on the new regulations
regarding alcohol confused and
disappointing.
What, I wonder, would you
have preferred to what you de-
scribe as the "compromise ver-
sion" of the proposals? Instead
of this anti-clim- ax would you
have been better pleased if the
original proposals had been ad-
hered to without modification?
Since you were, I think, among
those who urged the Senate to
give greater attention to the opin-
ion of the student body, I find
this difficult to believe. Perhaps
what you expected or hoped for
was the abandonment of the
whole attempt to come to grips
with the problem and the accept-
ance of the status quo ante. But
such an ostrich-lik- e attitude to
reality hardly befits someone in
your responsible position.
In a previous issue you gave an
enthusiastic welcome to the re-
port of the Ad Hoc Student Com-
mittee: but you failed to point
out that that report contained not
one single constructive proposal
which had not been first put for-
ward in the original Senate state-
ment. Furthermore, since you
have personally been present at
the sessions of the Senate at
which the matter has been dis-
cussed, you must know that the
alternative proposals were largely
drafted by the Senate in the light
of student and faculty comment
before the Ad Hoc Committee
was ready with its report.
If we have to choose between
open parties and the acceptance
by fraternities of their responsi-
bilities both legal and social
do you seriously suggest that the
former tradition must be main-
tained? If the result of the new
legislation is to put an end to the
practice whereby those who wish
to drink finance their parties out
of the dues of those who do not
wish to drink, can anyone doubt
that it is long overdue? And are
fraternities whose inner coherence
depends upon a common interest
in evading the implications of the
law of the State worth
sDri.
from the conviction that you ha'-b-
y
your failure to recognize j
positive achievements of the
ate in this discussion, serious'
undermined the potential usefu .
ness of this body. Two or thrt
years ago we were told by
dents that it was impossible i
obtain from the administratis
any unified or consistent rulit-o- n
non-academ- ic matters, ft
Campus Senate was establish-- '
in order to meet this complai-an- d
a very considerable degu
of responsibility for legislator-wa- s
thereby entrusted to the st
dent body. In the course of
cussion on the present issue i-
mpossibility of an arbitrary j..
restrictive ruling by the adir,i;
istration (or perhaps a series
unrelated and contradictory sta;-ment- s
by various College ci'
cers) has been avoided becat
the Senate existed. I think
should be more clearly recogni
that the Senate has provit
(however imperfectly) a valuat
forum for the exchange of vie;
and an effective means of arri.
ing at an ultimate comprorr.;;
which at least avoids (as you:






1,250, the women's college is ei ;
pected to bring some 500 feir.i;
students to the Gambier area. T;
greater number of students is see-a- s
an economic necessity if K;:
yon is to maintain its high ec.;
cational standards. Preside
Lund stated, "We know thai !
will not be easy to bring a si.".:'
college into being. We h;
reached the point in our develc;
ment where a major expan-- :
of the student body is an urge'
necessity if we are to remair. j
strong institution. If we are t:
quick to act the opportunity ir.;
be lost forever." j
of Students Achievements
What I should like to stress goes beyond the simple statistic:
this year's senior class achieving six Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
plus an alternate (the largest per capita recognition received by t
college in the Midwest) or of courageous defeats and valiant v:.
tories in various sports, or of social activities, successful concert
lectures, dramatic productions, trips by the choir and glee club
received for all of these fall under the heading of organized::
college-sponsore- d activities. What I would stress is a pattern
several rather notable efforts to serve the College or the commun::
either initiated by the students themselves or in the strictest sen;
receiving voluntary student support.
First, I should mention, the spontaneous tribute paid last Jar-ar- y
to John Crowe Ransom on the occasion of his 75th birthdays:
the 25th anniversary of The Kenyon Review. Two undergrade
David Long and Michael Burr, were principally responsible fort
conception, fund raising, and production of a forty-pag- e book'.;
featuring the writings and tributes of some seventy literary fig"-- "
in America and England today. Six hundred copies were mailed :
Kenyon Revieiu subscribers, and two thousand sent to corporate
foundations, and friends of the College.
Second T cVinnM liv u , ., ,itir:, . lu uic me piograms ana me recw"- - jwon by the Robert Bowen Brown Squadron of the Arnold A
Society. This venture, started in the spring of 1962, was a project',
the honorary group in the A.F R DTP ;t nlnnlef-- !
undertook to administer therapy to handicapped children or to t:
them to swim, generally on Saturday mornings in the Shaffer S
' ln a Program increasmg in size and scope each year, n- - ,
dicapped children suffering from polio, blindness birth defects, e.are picked up at their homes, driven to Gambier and then 8vi
swimming lessons or therapy to weak and stiffened muscles.year, this effort received an Award of Appreciation by the Ohio
&
ciety for Crippled Children and Adults at their 45th annual med-- in
Columbus. And next year, the picture of the crippled child uf






against science in the seventeenth
century, it was turning against
its own offspring, was the opini-
on of Professor Edmond LaB.
Cherbonnier of Trinity College.
And in one of the best-spok- en
and least-attend- ed lectures of this
season, Dr. Cherbonnier went a
long way toward proving it.
The only valid stylistic criti-
cism of the lecture was provided
by the master of ceremonies, Prof-
essor A. Dennis Baly, whose in-
troduction of Dr. Cherbonnier in-
cluded a Biblical injunction
against long introductions. Dr.
Cherbonnier himself took a bit
too long in getting to his subject
matter but once he got to the
point, however, he made some ex-
tremely interesting and provocat-
ive observations.
He noted that the science of the
ancient Greeks never progressed
beyond a certain very elementary
stage. What the Greeks lacked,
he said, were certain ideas of
reality which are found only in
the Bible. The Greeks thought that
Projects Fund
From page 1
membered that since 'spe-
cial projects' by definition
require considerable advance
planning, most applications
to the Fund should be made
the semester previous to ap-
propriation," he explained.
4) Funds may be allowed to
accumulate from year to
year, but the Committee
should distribute at least
$1000 each year.
5) Projects with social pur-
poses are not eligible for
grants.
6) Only projects which have
the endorsement of the
Committee may be presented
to Council for final appro-
priation of SPF money.
Money for the Fund will come
from the additional $7,000 Coun-
cil will receive next year from
the general College fee, raised
last week by College trustees
from $100 to $115 per student, $35
of which will be administered by
Council.
nliFinds Recent
"f the handicapped served by this volunteer group founded by
Paul B. Zuydhoek and Douglas F. Mayer, both of the Class of 1965.
(See story, p. 6)
Third, I should like to cite the supplement to the Reveille, our
College annual, which appeared just before Commencement last
June. The 1964 Reveille contained a pictorial history of Kenyon Coll-
ege from its founding by Bishop Philander Chase to the dedication
ceremonies last spring of Ransom Hall. Edited by John E. Schofield,
Llass of 1965, the section reprinted as a separate volume of ninety-si- x
pages entitled A Dusty Path contained material from our
archives never before published and carefully selected by John Hat-ndor- f,
Class f 1964, with the photography meticulously done by
another volunteer, William Dye, Class of 1967.
Possibly more significant is the "spontaneously formed loosely
organized movement" which The Collegian has identified as the
udent self-he- lp program." This volunteer group of several students
fraternities has simply taken upon itself the responsibility of
lslnS funds for certain necessary needs of instructional depart-bu- d
S' Wh'ch are always required above the provisions of a tight
get. Mr. Hecht, who serves as volunteer co-ordin- ator of this stu-ae- nt
rroun ic , , . . ,,, , --.wiauuy correct wnen ne says: inese spomdiieuua
Ur students are remarkable. To my knowledge," he con-e- s.tinu ""this makes the first time . that so manv students have
indeed
CnCern and actuaUy done something about. . . ." There is,
3S Colle9ian observes, no limit to the projects whichcould
lm.,;
h6 achleved by interested students, as for example, the fol-l0Wi- rig
needs ai :J..: ,. ., . ,;,rvr.ir """ouJ' memuiea Dy
Hill Th rtussian .Department, new seat covers ior me
tion-- l
6ater' additional shelves for the periodical room and addi- -
Wal1 maPs for the History Department.
With ,n .v.
should concern for the College and the local community, itulU not prima , , , , i -
cern , "c aa a surprise tnat tnere nas also aeveiopeu a uun- -
Jerrv Z !he World beyond Gambier. Under the leadership of Mr.
ngnsn teacher and
what changed could not really be
understood. Plato especially was
constantly looking outside of the
physical universe for reality. The
Bible, by contrast, pictured God
as acting within time and space,
and makes the spatio-tempor- al
world respectable. The Greeks
held that the world was shaped
according to perfect patterns and
constantly tried to make the facts
fit their patterns.
The Bible teaches that God
created the world as He wanted
to create it, not according to any
pattern and it becomes the job of
science to discover how He actu-
ally did create it, not what pat-
tern He had to follow. The Greeks
had a prejudice against individ-
ual things, and philosophized by
contemplating abstracts, not by
observing nature. The Bible
teaches of a God who made indi-
vidual things, not abstracts, and
who is Himself a concrete princi-
ple, not a mystical agent. Of the
applied sciences, Dr. Cherbonnier
says that the Greeks tended to
look upon physical labor as be-
neath the dignity of philosophers,
and at the same time, paradoxi-
cally, tended to worship nature, as
holding it above man's power to
tamper with it. The Bible, on the
other hand, speaks of a God who
made man out of earth and water
and became flesh Himself, thus
dignifying physical labor. It also
speaks of God as inviting man to
"have dominion over the earth,"
not to stand in awe of nature. The
tree of knowledge is not, Dr.
Cherbonnier insists, the tree of
science, but of knowledge of
good and evil; man sins in want-
ing to know good and evil, not, as
in the Greek Prometheus legend,
in stealing the power over nature.
Dr. Cherbonnier admits that
the church did persecute science
in its earlier years, but he looks
on that as a tragic example of
Christianity fighting its own off-
spring without truly understand-
ing the metaphysical basis of its
own beliefs.
The lecture was quite convinc-
ing and well-document- ed, yet one
can not help wondering, with
Cherbonnier's straw man, if this
solution is not too simple. It seems
to have merit, but somehow it is
extremely difficult to accept.
Developments
I
mis group: a Lypewmci wmi
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;
Rick Schubart and friend hitch-hik- e lo friends home for interim
week-end- . (See story, page 3)
Faculty Housing Squeeze on;
Tax Burden Eased Somewhat
by Tom Lane
In order that the Kenyon fac-
ulty should have a more desirable
tax situation, all of its members
will be required to pay for their
housing out of their own salaries,
all of wheih will be raised by at
least eighteen per cent.
This ruling, passed in the Feb-
ruary thirteenth meeting of the
Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees, becomes effec-
tive at the beginning of the 1965-196- 6
academic year. It alters the
present situation of the housing
payments in that a member of
the Kenyon faculty no longer has
the option of waiving the cash
allowance which may be accepted
in lieu of College-supporte- d hous-
ing.
Besides bettering the tax situa-fo- r
the faculty, the new system
eliminates the inconsistency in
the operation of the College-support- ed
housing system wherein
the amount paid by the College is
often as much as eight percent
over the nominal set figure of
Encouraging
I f
fifteen percent of a faculty mem-
ber's salary.
It should be noted that this in-
consistency results from the sen-
iority system employed in deter-
mining faculty housing appoint-
ments. However, by raising the
salaries and having the individual
faculty member pay his own rent,
the seniority system can and will
remain as it is.
However, the new eighteen per-
cent figure is not a set one. It is
rather a base raise which will be
increased in cases where either a
property assessment or an income
tax adjustment would make such
an increase necessary for main-
taining equality in the faculty
pay-scal- e. This adjustable eigh-
teen percent figure was decided
upon by the trustees instead of
a rigid 20 percent figure. This,
the trustees pointed out would
not be fair to certain junior mem-
bers of the faculty, since it still
would not be a sufficient compen-
sation; in some cases an adjust-
ment of more than twenty per
cent would be required.
l.eview, we have had on our campus recently for a two-we- ek ex-
change, six students from Alice Lloyd College located at Pippa
Passes in Eastern Kentucky. Seven Kenyon students likewise went
1o the Alice Lloyd College campus. National attention has been
focused on Appalachia, so it was perhaps natural that by means of
a student exchange program, Kenyon undergraduates should evince
an interest in this area. What indeed surprises me in this venture
is the fact that when the request for volunteers was issued, approxi-
mately one hundred and thirty Kenyon students either applied for
an exchange or to serve as host to his brother from the South.
Finally, I should like to mention briefly (and with no political
implications), that we have on campus as its most recent organi-zftio- n
the Gambier Chapter of the Students for a Democratic So-
ciety. Some twenty Kenyon students have united with college stu-
dents, and professors throughout the country Harvard, Reed, Cor-
nell, Carleton, Swathmore, Williams, Michigan, Chicago and others
to concern themselves with problems of racial equality, discrimi-
nation, civil liberties, liberal education, and (if you will) peace and
plenty through politics and power. There will doubtless be some
who will view any liberal action group with dismay. I, for one (and
speak as a conservative), view the S.D.S. as a continued search for
challenge, for involvement, and for commitment. Correctly guided,
it could do much to counter-ac- t academic sterility and the attiude:
"I've got mine, Jack; to hell with you."
Read within its proper context, I find encouragement in most
recent developments at Kenyon and especially in those reflecting
student attitudes. It would be impossible to prove, but if we recog-
nize the fact that our best ambassadors are our alumni and our stu-
dents, quite possibly we have a partial explanation why the number
of applicants for admission this year has increased twenty-fiv- e per-
cent. But certainly also some credit must be given to the construc-
tive policies, and new-foun- d maturity of the student editors of The
Collegian, the co-operat- ion of a realistic administrative "team" and





Tracy Scudder forms most of
our impressions of the world of
Kenyon before we enter it, but
after freshman orientation it is
hard to know he exists. However,
I went to see his plush headquar-
ters at Ransom Hall to make sure
the Admissions Dept. was still
functioning.
After three unsuccessful at-
tempts, I finally gained admission
to the inner office of admission
where Mr. Scudder and his dog
(slumped over a padded chair)
were studying an admission folder.
With a hearty formal greating, he
started the interview by luxuri-
ously leaning back in his office
chair, breaking a pack of "Pall
Mall's", and saying "What do you
want to know?"
Q. As a starter, how many
students do you expect to
admit this year, as compared
with last?
A. The dormitory space is the
same, so we'll take 225 from
about 750 applicants. To get
one, we usually admit two.
I am proud to say that the
application rate is 25
ahead of last year.
Q. Afore applicants doesn't ne-
cessarily mean better appli-
cants, does it?
A. Well, yes, it gives us greater
selectivity. We get more of
chance to pick those we
want. The boys admitted
five years ago with 620
boards would have been eli-
gible for scholarship aid.
Now the average scholar-
ship student has 680 board
scores.
Q. board scores are rising,
how do you explain that
freshman averages of the
sophomores and juniors were
lower this year than those of
seniors?
A. (He laughed) Now, you're
asking me pointed questions.
I definitely think each class
is stronger than the pre-
ceding one. The professors
are sending only their top
better prepared and adjust-
ing accordingly. More high
school guidance counselors
are only sending their top
students.
Q. Over the years what type of
student seems to do best
here?
A. Oh, I can't say off hand. The
urban high school student is
better qualified academi-
cally than those from a rural
high school. It all depends
on the student. I would say
the student who is happily
occupied does best. If he
does something besides
study, he is better suited to
Kenyon life. The student
who wants to come here as
his first choice has every-
thing going for him. That's
why I am happy to announce
10 of next year's class has
been admitted early.
Q. Have you made a study to
see whether those students
admitted early do better?
A. No, but I think they get the
best scholarships. Although
some piaces have disbanded
the program, we have been
very happy with early deci-
sion.
Q. What are the most promi-
nent questions a "fuzzxj"
asks in an interview?
A. He is primarily interested in
the academic reputation of
the College and whether he
will get into a good grad
school. He knows about the








blow them up, Mrs. Donald White.
has a few words to say.
"My husband's and my opinions
of Kenyon College boys have
sure changed, since we've been
bringing our sons out to Gambier
for the Handicap swim program.
We think the fellows out there
who teach Duane and Brian are
just wonderful."
THE HANDICAP swim pro
gram, a unique service project
undertaken by the Arnold Air
Society, has elicited similar com-
ments from other grateful par-
ents whose mentally or physically
handicapped children have re-
ceived swimming instruction and
Red Cross certification from Col- - v
lege students.
Emphasizing individual instruc-
tion, each child is assigned an ;
instructor who will work with
him on Saturday afternoons "
throughout the entire year. . V:
"WE STRESS consistancy,"
states Jerry Reynolds, Arnold Air Y.;;
Society commander, "so that we (, ;
can gain the child's confidence,
Right now we have about 12
children which is about all we 7
can handle. Some have come from :'
as far away as Newark, Ohio."
Cadets serving as instructors
are Doug Mayer, Alex Valchuk, K'J
Reynolds, Stony Griffiths, Bob
Crooks, Bruce Blocher, and John
Morrison. Non-cade- ts assisting the
program are Paul Zuydoek and i
John Kerr.
INITIATED in 1962 by Zuy
doek, the program has twice been
awarded the Outstanding Recrea-
tional Program once in 1963 by
the Knox County Chapter of
Crippled Children and Adults,
and again by the state-wid- e chap- -
ter in 1964. V
Says Colonel William Davis, f
ROTC head, "The program has a V
lot of plus values. It not only ;'
offers the men leadership experi- -
ence in the management of their !
organization, but gives them the
opportunity to realize fulfillment
of their obligation to the commu-
nity."
MRS. WHITE takes a more per-
sonal view. Every Friday the boys
get real excited they can't wait
to come out here to go swimming.
I think it's just wonderful. Where
else can the children get this
warm individual attention and
































The Kenyon basketball team closed their season with :
and 18 record. While this performance is certainly nothing ,
proud of, there were improvements over last year.
"OUR SHOOTING percentage was improved, we rebour-better- ,
and we held our opponents to fewer shots," Coach Hi-so- n
stated, "and we did this with a team that was made up la:;,
of freshmen and sophomores."
Dick Fox turned in one of the finest seasons ever for at;
in both rebounding and scoring,':!man as he led the team
Terry Parmelee was second in rebounding and third in sk:J
These two freshmen plus Hensley, Morse and Harley should:!
veloo into a fine ballclub given one or two years, but C.J
Harrison stressed the fact he really doesn't know who wil
playing from year to year.
"I HAD COUNTED a lot on Klug and Farney for this v
said Harrison, "but when the season rolled around one was:'
school and the other was hurt; I'm sure we would have w:
few more ballgames with those boys."
The Lords employed a man to man defense the entire ;
and Coach Harrison hopes that the younger players will;'
have gained enough experience so that next year he can ;
'
over to a more complicated defense. The offense still nee:!
good outside shooter and a big man to grab rebounds. Wr-- ; .
was a big dissappointment since it was thought he might us j
size to better advanage this year and partially solve Ken;.' ;
rebounding weakness but unfortunately Wowczuk prefs.-- -'
shooting twenty foot jumpers to getting rebounds and tips. J
GENE HARLEY and Doug Morse will have to take ove
graduating John Lynn and while Coach Harrison feels that H;
will be able to take over Lynn's scoring chores the proble:'
finding a team leader still remains. It often appeared that V.
kept the entire team moving by his hustle alone and Coach:,
rison may have more difficulty replacing Lynn than he ex;:
1
Harrison fingered a large yellow notepad filled with r.;
and heights of high school players. I
"I MUST HAVE written over one hundred letters." he;:
"If we are ever going to be really good we have to have th: ,
man to clear the boards. We have to get the ball to score ar.c
year we just didn't get it." I




v itrii; puis niS pupil IfirOuqh hlS narPC whtla fFieShmu y . -(picture M John orr.son clowns with 8 old Chris Eright). Morrison is a cadet participating in the hand cad yearoutstanding work in the program, when h recenxl m , Pr9ram ime- - Zdoek was renllV ciled
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team scored points in every event
except diving, thanks to the new
rules.
THE LORDS finished the first
day's competition with a strong
lead which helped carry them into
the championship on Saturday.
Ted Arnold started things mov-
ing with a sixth place finish in
the 200 yard butterfly.
In the following event, the 50-ya- rd
free style, the Kenyon three-
some of Gordon Ruff, John Grel-le- r,
and Bill Watkins, took first,
third, and fifth places respec-
tively, after Rock Kooistra had
already secured twelfth place
earlier in the day. This sweep
was most surprising because the
swim team had barely scored a
first place all season in that event.
KENYON PLACED no one a-m- ong
the first five swimmers in
the 200 yard backstroke and 200
yard freestyle, but did collect
points in both events with Jack
Crawford in the backstroke and
Tim Holder. Doug Hutchinson. Ed
by Derek VanPell
In their last regular meet of the season, the Lords were genera-
lly pretty impressive while fighting to a 54-4- 1 triumph at Dela-
ware. Kenyon's superior stamina and greater depth were the decidi-
ng factors in sending the Battling Bishops down to their fourth
defeat in a real nip-and-tu- ck affair.
SHAKING off the announcer's
attempt at demoralization he
referred to two of our heroes as
"Tom Sart" and "Dan Hole"
the visitors were pushed hard all
the way and came through hands-
omely with plenty of points in
several blanket finishes. They
look well-condition- ed and well-prepar- ed
to try to disprove the
superstitious associations of the
number 13.
The climactic moment of an ex-
citing contest came in the final
event, the 400-ya- rd freestyle.
'Wesleyan trailed at the time by
only six points, and so might
have pulled out the victory with
the seven points up for grabs.
But Charlie Evans got a small
lead for Kenyon, and Bill Wat-
kins, Jack Crawford, and Gordy
Ruff held on to it, icing the meet
for the Lords and setting a new
Shaeffer Pool record of 3:34.0 in
the process.
ANOTHER POOL record es-
caped extinction by half a second
vhen dependable Ted Arnold
fluttered to a 2: 17.4 win in the
200-ya- rd butterfly event. He de-
feated Ohio Conference record-hold- er
Romine of Wesleyan going
away. Dan Hale provided a plea-
sant surprise with a late rally for
third place.
In the opening race, the 400
medley relay, the Lords combina-
tion of Crawford, Jim Young,
Ruff, and Evans narrowly missed
the pool mark (by two-tent- hs of
a second this time), winning by a
hair in 3:59.7. But the next two
events went to the host team,
although Kenyon scored valuable
points with second and third in
both.
FRESHMAN DOUG Hutchin-
son was unable to catch Wesley-an'- s
Frank Johnson in the 200
freestyle (he holds their varsity
record and came in with a 1:59.2),
and Tim Holder managed the
third spot. The 50-ya- rd freestyle
was another neck-and-ne- ck bat-
tle, and John Greller and Wat-
kins were just touches out.
Kenyon came back with Carl
- i
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Lords Swim, Swam, Swum
by Tom Sant
Kenyon's swimming team cap-,ur-
ed
Us twelfth consecutive Ohio
thietic Conference
Champ.on-shi- p






tank squad went into the
champi-
onships very much the
under-do- g
since it had suffered defeat
at the
hands of Denison and Wittenberg
during the dual meet season.
However, with the coveted
champ-
ionship at stake the Lords were
equal to the task and performed
at their best, surprising everyone
at Hiram's pool, including thems-
elves.
The key to Kenyon's victory
was depth. This year's meet was
conducted under rules put into
effect only this year. The new
rules awarded points to those
placing from seventh to twelfth
whereas under the old system
points were awarded to those
turing the first six places. The
Telling, and Bill Watkins in the
200 yard freestyle.
Hutchinson turned in an out-
standing performance in the 200
yard individual medley taking a
solid third place and almost over-
taking last year's champion in
the process.
TWO OF THE nights most ex-
citing events were the 200 yard
breaststroke and the 400 yard
freestyle relay. John Miller, senior
co-capta- in, scored a first in the
breaststroke defeating last year's
champion by half a body length.
Miller, while winning, snapped a
varsity record with a time of
2:25.5.
The free style relay of Charlie
Evans, Crawford, Ruff and Wat-
kins, had to share first place with
Wittenberg, but in doing so bet-
tered the Kenyon varsity record
by 4.4 seconds. The average time
of each swimmer in the relay was
51.6 seconds, better than any of
the four had previously done.
OTHERS scoring points the first
Kenyon Bumps Bishops
Diehl's triumph in the 200 indi-
vidual medlay Diehl edged a
Bishop by six-tent- hs of a second,
in 2:15.9, Arnold getting third.
The Lords were then, as usual,
swamped in the diving, salvaging
Jeff Burdge's third place.
BUT THREE big wins followed
in succession for the visitors. The
first was Arnold's fine effort in
the butterfly. The second be-
longed to Ruff, who finished
strong for a 53.1 in the 100-ya- rd
freestyle, where Evans stretched
for third by a fingernail. The
third straight victory came when
Crawford opened up a lead
around the halfway mark of the
200 backstroke, and coasted in
with a 2:16.6.
The hosts' Johnson then came
up with his second win of the
afternoon, an ample one in the
500 freestyle. He had a time of
5:41.9, and was followed by
Hutchinson and Ed Telling. In
the next-to-la- st event, the 200
breatstroke, Young and John
Miller secured second and third,
respectively, for Kenyon, but
Wesleyan's victory brought the
Bishops within battling range.
HOWEVER, the Lords' relay
men produced under pressure to
stake their team to the win in
good style.
i...... -- i
day were, Jim Young and Dave
Munger in the breat-strok- e, and
Carl Diehl and Ted Arnold in the
200 yard individual medley.
The Lords went to the locker
room Friday evening with a pre-
carious fourty-fiv- e point lead over
Wittenberg and Denison. Satur-day'sspri- nt
events were to be
equally demanding on the Lords
swimmers.
TO START off the final even-
ing's competition, Gordon Ruff
won the 100 yard butter-fl- y in as
an exciting race as the two day
meet provided. After trailing the
competition from Denison, Ruff
showing his keen competitive
spirit, bolted down the last lap to
win in a conference record time
of 55.1 seconds.
Ruff's performance was follow-
ed by Jim Young's fine 100 yard
breaststroke victory. Young's vic-
tory was his third straight at that
distance in the championships and
was an amazing comeback after






Jim was supported by John Mil-
ler's fourth place in the finals.
Both men swam their best per-
formances of the year.
THESE KEY victories were
supported by Watkin's fifth in 100
yard freestyle, Crawford's sixth
in the 100 yard backstroke, Hold-
er's sixth in the 500 yard free-
style as well as placings by Tell-
ing, Hutchinson, and Arnold in
the 500 freestyle.
The championship hinged on
Kenyon's placing third in the
medley relay which was the
weekend's final event. The team
of Crawford, Young, Ruff, and
Evans, had to swim cautiously,
for a false start would have ended
the chance for the cup.
THEIR STARTS were pur-
posely slow, but they did take
third behind Denison and Witten-
berg, grabbing a school record
enroute. Had they thrown caution
to the winds, they may have won,
since the winning team was only
.6 second ahead at the finish.
John Miller and Jim Young flash victory smiles.
'Out U t6e (ZolcC
It's high time Kenyon's Athletic Department granted
varsity status to a promising, but officially unrecognized, sport.
The Kenyon Hockey Club has finally matured into a high- -
ly competitive team, notching a 5-- 3 record for the season. Yet,
students who wish to compete must do so at their own expense,
fT ' paying for much of their own equipment. Moreover, they can
--
'' J) ' " . . :- - only expect to practice once a week since there is little money
1
535 f65 H0CkeV of its practices. The Club com5-- 3 "ns five poses for a picture during one
as record for the season.
Z in the kitty to pay for ice time. What tunds are available tor
I tUn fnom mQ fmm oithor thp stuHpnt council contiencv fundtile itain luiij. iiuii. ii-ii- i ..w . --- 0 j
or President Lund's own official pocketbook; yet, the amount
is still not enough to float the team as well as other sports are
subsidized.
Both spectator and participant response to hockey so far
this season has been enthusiastic. The hockey season was a
shot in the arm to the ordinarily phlegmatic athletic program.
This enthusiasm deserves to be maintained. As an incentive, the
Athletic Department should distribute varsity letters to hoc-
key players who would normally qualify as in any other sport.
Perhaps, Athletic Director Henry Johnson, should petition
i the college for an athletic slush fund to be created from a $10
J . ... , i l i 1 l j jt l
'
'
- . V athletic fee which each Kenyon suiaent wouia pay at me De- -
V:S
'
ginning of the year. This would create a ready source which
the hockey team, or any ouiei icani, iumu vay iui auuiuuimi
. equipment, rink rental fees, or transportation. The slush fund
I J would relieve the skaters of begging on sundry doorsteps and
would establish a larger financial well to draw from. As we have
said, other sports would also benefit from such a fund.
Nevertheless, varsity or not, we say to the entire squad,
"Congratulations for a fine and well fought season;" and to the











rural atmosphere of the life
from the catalogue. Not
many are at all concerned
about the drinking and the
lack of a women's college
nearby.
Q. Do you predict a further in-
crease in applications if a
women's college is nearby?
A. I sure hope so. The trend in
education today seems to be
towards coeducation. There
is no doubt about that.
Q. Are you still reaping the
benefits of Kenyon's College
Bowl appearance?
A. Oh yes. Twenty students
specifically mentioned their
interest came from our rec-
ord on the T.V. program.
But I don't expect this to
continue very long.
Q. After you get the complete
final application, what pro-
cess does it go through?
A. The admissions committee is
composed of 5 faculty mem-
bers from various depart-
ments, who all read each
folder individually and vote
on him. It usually takes four
yes-vot- es to be admitted. A
few years ago when we had
only 260 applications for 160
places, the committee could
afford to meet only once a
week. Now we meet twice.
Things were much simpler
then.
Q. (To get 750 applications,)
how many schools do you
visit in any one year?
A. We see about 300 different
schools. This does not count
alumni recruiting.
Q. Do you have any system by
which you assign room-
mates?
A. No, what would you ask
him, "Do you want a liter-
ary roommate?" I know
some schools do it but we
don't intend to. After all,
our assigning isn't binding.
We let them change.
Since I figured I had about
worn out my stay, I prepared to
leave the room. His lounging dog,
who had grown quite bored with
the whole conversation, suddenly
displayed new interest. As I went
through the door, Mr. Scudder
cautioned me to "be kind. What-





ticular. What do you want, a
Greek goddess every time?"
Her date, (lecherously) , "yeh."
(Sweaty Delt rushes up, ques-
tions Pinstripe's date about the
evening's itinerary). Pinstripe's
date to Delt: "Have you got a
date?"
(Delt, looking obstrusively
down pinstripe's shirtfront). "Yeh,
but I gave it away."
Pinstripe: "That's cruel."
That evening, Kenyon students
and their Western Pennsylvanian
friends stationed themselves
around kegs in the various divi-
sions. There they either respon-
ded to the cadences of Chuck
Berry or sat around chomping
potato chips and talking seri-
ously about God, themselves, sex,
(pro and con), or just not talk-
ing at all but smiling politely
and occasionally asking the time.
When the keg parties dispersed,
all who hadn't done so previously
migrated over to Dempsey Hall
where there was more dancing
(live combo) and more beer (low
octane). When the hour of 11:30
struck, the one-hundr- ed and
twenty Cinderellas returned to
their buses as instructed. It was
a melancholy scene reminiscent
of many grade Z war movies. As
the buses noisily revved their mo-
tors, some Chathamites pressed
their noses against the windows in
silent farewell. Screams echoed
in the distance as a group of boys
hurried into Mt. Vernon, where
they could gather in a local tav-










THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
Sewanee, Tennessee
announces
A 1965 SUMMER SESSION FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Eight weeks j June 21 August 14
Liberal arts curriculum
Forest environment
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For the Summer School Bulletin




ties alone." If irresponsible activi-
ties occur, "we will face the pos-
sibility of an invasion on the af-
fairs of fraternities."
"In general, we hope that if one
guy is involved in trouble, the
whole fraternity will not be im-
plicated. Much depends, however,
on the individual case and the
question of the fraternity's neg-
ligence." The Dean admitted that
"we may face unpleasant inci-
dents in regard to this problem."
The Dean explained the "party
form" required under the new
rules. Two signatures of fraternity
members over 21 and the name of
the chaperone, as usual, will be
submitted on the form. The fra-
ternity "slush funds," separate
from regular corporate fraternity
funds, will become responsible to
a "Slush-Fun- d Subcommittee."
Other discussions concerned the
2-- 4 AM party Saturday night of
Spring Dance and possible Con-
stitutional amendments to make
the IFC a council instead of a
committee of the Student Council.
The subcommittee studying
"Hell Weeks" suggested that fra-
ternities sponsor constructive
work projects and burden the
pledges with no unreasonable
physical strain. Consideration for
pledges' work schedule and a
specific time for study were
deemed essential by the group.
Bexley to Replace
Colburn Library
The College last week an-
nounced the planned construction
of a new library to serve Bexley
Hall. It will be named in honor
of Rev. Arthur C. Lichtenberger,
former Presiding Bishop of the
Protestant Episcopal Church and
a 1923 graduate of Kenyon.
Serving the 55 students of Bex-
ley Hall, the Lichtenberger Li-
brary will replace the present
Colburn Library which Rev.
Almus Thorp, Dean of Bexley,
termed "totally inadequate."
The $350,000 structure, de-
signed by architect J. Russell
Bailey of Orange Virginia, is to
be built into a hillside north-
west and adjacent to Bexley Hall.
The floor plan, according to Mr.
Edward Hunter, Bexley librarian,
is excellent. It embodies the mod-
ern concept of intermingling
stacks and study areas, and will
have a seating capacity of 100.
Also incorporated into the plans
are microfilm, record, audio tape
and typing rooms. The library
will have 15,000 square feet of
space and will be able to shelve
LETTERS ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME
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some 120,000 volumes. The
ent Colburn library has only,
square feet and is cramme.
overflowing with 33,000 bot'
President Lund reported J
numerous gifts for the li'J
totaling $150,000 have ah
been received. A campaign J
be started in tne near futb..
raise at least $200,000 fw
new building.
"We hope to interest all
pie in the Episcopal Churc'
this project that honors a
great man," Dr. Lund said
is most appropriate that th
brary be named in his honrjr;
he is so closely connected r
Kenyon and Bexley Hall.
most pleased that he has c
sented to give his name to
the building and the campair- -
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